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1. Futilities
are as follows :-(1) Balancing the
homogeneity, (2) balancing the heterogeneity, (3) balancing
an addition, . (4) balancing a subtraction, (5) balancing the
questionable,. (6) balancing the unquestionable, (7) balancing
the alternative, (8) balancing the reciprocity, (9) balancing
the co-presence, (10) balancing the mutual absence, (11) balancing the infinite regression, (12) balancing the counterexample, (13) balancing the non-produced, (14) balancing
the doubt, (15) balancing the controversy, (16) balancing
the non-reason, (17) balancing the presumption, (18) balancing the non-difference, (19) balancing the demonstration,
(20) balancing the perception, (21) balancing the nonperception, (22) balancing the non-eternality, (23) balancing the eternality and (24) balancing the effect.-I.
Futility, which is a fallacious argument, has been in general terms
defined in aphorism 1-2·18. The twenty four kinds of futility enunciated here will each be defined in due course. The fallacious characters
of the twenty four kinds will also be exposed in separate aphorisms.
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2. If against an argument based on a homogeneous
or heterogeneous example one offers an opposition based on
the same kind of example, the opposition will be called
"balancing the homogeneity" or "balancing the heterogeneity." -2.

Balancing the homogeneity.-A certain person, to prove the noneternality of sound, argues as follows ;_
Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.
A certain other person offers the following futile opposition ;_
Sound is eternal,
because it is.incorporeal,
like tht! sky.
The argument, ui:l'., sound is non-eternal, is based on the homogeneity of sound with the non-eternal pot on the ground of both bein~ products. The opposition, vi:l'., sound is etl'rnal, is said to be based on
the homogeneity of sound with the eternal sky Oil the alleged ground of
both being incorporeal. This sort of opposition, futile as it is, is called
"ballincing the homogeneity" which aims at showing an equality of the
arguments of two sides in respect of the homogeneity of examples
employed by them.
Balancing the heterogeneity.-·A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as follows;Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
whatever is not non-eternal is not a product,
as the sky.
A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus;Sound is eternal,
because it is incorporeal,
whatever is not eternal is not incorporeal,
as a pot.
The argument, viz., sound is non-eternal, is based on the heterogeneity
of sound from the not-non-eternal sky which are mutually incompatible.
The opposition, viz., sound is eternal, is said to be based on the heterogeneity of sound from the not-incorporeal pot which are alleged to be incompatible with each other. This sort of opposition, futile as it is, is called
"balancing the heterogeneity" which aims at showing an equality of
the arguments of two sides in respect of the heterogeneity of examples
employed by them.
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3. That is, we say, to be established like a cow
through cowhood (or cow-type).-3.

The Naiy&yika says :--If the opposition. referred to in the previous
aphorism is to be valid it must be based on the example, homogeneous
or heterogeneous, exhibiting a universal connec.tion between the reason and
the predicate such as we discern between a cow and cowhood or a universal
disconnection between the reason and the absence of the predicate such as
we discern between a cow and absence of cowhood. In the argument"sound is non-eternal, becau&e it is a product, like a pot" the homogeneous
example ••pot" exhibits a universal connection between productivity
and non-eternality, all products being non-eternal; but in the opposition
._" sound is eternal, because it is incorporeal, like the sky" -the homogeneous example sky does 1I0t exhibit a universal connection between
incorporeality and etemality because there are things, such as intellect
or knowledge, which are iIicorporeal but not eternal. A similar observation is to be made with regard to the opposition called "balancing the
heterogeneity."
In the opposition" sound is eternal, because it is incorporel\.l, whatever is uot eternal is not incorporeal, ae a pot" the
heterogeneous example pot does not exhibit a universal disconnection
between incorporeality and absence of eternality
because there are
things, such as intellect or knowledge, which are incorporeal but not
eternal.
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A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :Sound is non-eternal (and corporeal),
because it is a product.
like a pot (which is non-eternal as well as corporeal).
The opponent alleges that if sound is non-eternal like a pot, it
muSt also be corporeal like it: if it is not corporeal let it. be also not
non-eternal. This sort of futile opposition is called "balancing
an
addition" which aims at showing an equality of the arguments of two
sides in respect of an additional character (possessed by the example and
attributed to the subject).
Balancing a subtl·aetion.-If
against an argument based on a
certain character of the example one offers an opposition based on
another character wanting in it, the opposition Ivill be called "balancing
a subtraction."
A certain
as follows :-

person, to prove

the non-eternality

of sound,

argues

Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.
A certain other person offers the following futile opposition:Sound is non-eternal (but not audible),
because it is a product,
like a pot (which is non-eternal but not audible.)

4. The subject and example alternating their characters or both standing in need of proof, there occur
(futilities called) "balancing an addition" "balancing a
subtraction" "balancing the questionable," "balancing
the unquestionable" "balancing the alternative" and
"balancing the reciprocity."-4.

The oppoDt'nt alleges that if sound is non-eternal like a pot,
cannot be audible, for a pot is not audible j and if sound is etill held
be audible, let it be also not non-eternal.
This sort of futile opposition
called
balancing a subtractit>n" which aims at showing an equality
the arguments of two sides in respect of a certain character wanting
the example (and consequently also in the subject),

Balancing an addition.-If
against an argument based on a certain
character of the example one offers an opposition based on an additional
character ther.eof, the opposition will be called" balancing an addition."

Balancing the questionable.-If
one opposes an argument by maintaining that the character of the example is as questionable as that of the
subject, the opposition will be called" balancing the questionable."

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality
as follows :Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.

A certain. person,
as follows :-

of sound, argues

'f

to prove the non-eternality

Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.

it
to
is
of
in

of sound, argues

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:A pot is non-sternal,
because it is a product,
like sound.
The opponent alleges that if the non-eternality of sound is called in
question., why is not that of the pot too called in question, as the pot
and sound are both products?
His object is to set aside the argument
on the ground of its example being of a questionable character.
This
sort of futile opposition is called "balancing the questionable" which
aims at showing an equality of the arguments of two sides in respect
of the questionable character of the subject as well as of the example.
Balancing the unquestionable.-If
one opposes an argument
by
alleging that the character of the subject is as unquestionable as that
of the example, the opposition will be calleu "balancing
the unquestionable."
A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as
follows ;Sound is non-eternal,
'because it is a product,
like a pot.
A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :_ I
A pot is non-etemal,
because it is a product,
like sound.
The opponent alleges that if the nou-eternalhy of a pot is held to
be unquestionable, why is not that of sound too held to be so, as the pot
and sound are both products?
His object is to render the argument
unnecessary on the ground of its subject being of an unquestionable
'character.
This sort of futile opposition is called "balancing the
unquestionable"
which aims at showing the equality of the arguments of two sides in respect of the unquestionable character of the
example as well as of the subject.
Balancing the alterllative.--If one opposes an &I'gument by attributing alternative characters to the subject and the example, the opposition will be called" balancing the alternative."
A certain persoJ;l, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argnes as
follows :Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:Sound is eternal and formless,
because it is a produc,t,
like a pot (which is non-eternal and has forms).
The opponent alleges that the pot and sound are both products,
yet one has form and the other is formless; why on the same principle
is not one (the pot) non-eternal and the other (sound) eternal?
This sort
of futile opposition is called "balancing the alternative"
which aims
at showiug an equality of the arguments of two sides in respect of tbe
altel'llative characters attributed to the subject and example.
Balancing the reciprocity.-If one opposes an argument by aUeging
a reciprocity of the subject and the example, the opposition will be called
., balancing the reciprocity."
A celtain pel'son, to prove tIle non·eternality of sound, argues 88
follows ;Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.
A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:A pot is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like sound.
The opponent alleges that the pot and sound being both products,
one requires proof for its non-etemalit.y as much as the other doss.
Sound is to be proved non-eternal by the example of a pot and the pot
is to be proved non-eternal by the examples of sound. This leads
to a reciprocity of the pot (example) and sound (subject) resulting in
no definite conclusion as to the eternality or non-eternality of sound.
This sort of futile opposition is called " balancing the reciprocity" which
brings an argument to a sLand-still by alleging the reciprocity of the
subject and the Clxample.
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5. This is, we say, no opposition because there is a
difference between the subject and the example although the
conclusion is drawn from a certain equality of their characters.-5.
The Naiy&yika says; - The futiliti,es called" balancing an addition,"
"balancing a subtraction," "balancing
the questionable," "balancing

the unquestionable"
and ••balancing the alternative"
are all based
on the false supposition of a complete equality of the subject and the
example. Though there is no denial of an equality of the subject and
the example in certain characters, there is indeed a great difference
between th"m in other charactere.
Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.
In this argument although there is an equality of ••BOund" and
••pot" in respect of their being both products, there is a great difference
between them in other respects. A cow pOBBessessome characters in
common with a bOB gavaeus but there is no complete identity between them.
No body can commit the futilities mentioned above if be beare in mind
the equality of the subject and the example only in tbose charactere which
are warranted by the reason (middle term). In the case of the futility called
••balancing an addition"
it is clear that the equality supposed to exist
between the pot and sound in respect of corporeality is not warranted by
the reason (viz. being a product), because there are things, such all
intellect or knowledge, which are products but not corporeal. Similarly
with regard to the futility called" balancing a subtraction," the reason
(viz. being u product) does not justify an equality of BOundand pot in
respect of their being not audible.
As regards the futilities called
••balancing the questionable" and ••balancing the unquestionable," we
cannot ignore the difference between the subject and the example without
putting an end to an kinds of inference. The futility called ••balancing the alternative" introduces an equality between the pot and BOund
in respect of a character (viz. being eternal) which is not warranted by
the reason viz. being a product.

mQlI~)l(ll~:qi£'!l;fflqq~: n ~ I l I '- n
6. And because the example happens to surpass the
subject.-6
The futility 0811ed "balancing
the reciprocity" -is based on the
false supposition that the example stands exactly on the same footing as
the subject. But that one surpaBBes the other is evident from· aphorism
1-1-25 which states that the example does not stand in need of proof
as to its charactere.
Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
lifl:e a pot.

In this argument sound (the subject) may not be known by some
to be non-eternal but a pot (the e.xample) is known by all to be a product
~ well as non-et·ernaJ. ••Balancing the reciprocity" is therefore a fallaCIous argument.
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7. If against an argument based on •the co-presence
of the reason and the predicate or on the mutual absence of
them one offers an opposition based on the same kind of
co-presence or mutual absence, the opposition will on
account of ~hereason bein~ non-distinguished from or being
non-conducl~e t~, the pr~dlcate, be cal1ed "balancing the
co-presence or balanCIngthe mutual absence."-7 .
Balancing the eo-presenee.-lf against an argument based on the
co-presence of ~he reason and tbe predicate, one offere au opposition ba~ed
on the s~me klDd o~c~pr~sence, the opposition will, on accouut of the
reason belDg non-dlstlDglUshed from the predicate, be called" balancin
the co-presence."
g
A certain person, to prove that there is fire in the hill, argues
follows :-

as.

The hill has fire,
because it has smoke,
like a kitchen.
A certain other pereon offere a futile opposition thus :_
The hill has smoke,
because it has fire,
like a kitchen.
Th~ arguer has taken the smoke to be the reasotl and the fire to be
~he predICate: The opponent raises a question as to whether the smoke
IS pre~ent at the same site which is occupied by the fire or is absent from
that ~lte. If t;~ smoke is present with fire at the same site, there
remams, accor IDg t:o the opponent, no criterion to distinguish
the
reason from the predicate.
The smoke is, in his opinion, as much a
reason for the fire as the fire for the smoke. This sort of futl'le 0
._
t·
.
II d ••b J
•
.
PPOSI
Ion IS ca e
a anclllg the co-presence"
which aims at stopJling an
argu~ent on the alleged grollnQ of the co-presence of the reMan and th
Jlredlcllte.
e

Balancing the mutual absence.-If
against an argument based on
the mutual absence of the reasor. and the predicate, one offers an opposition based ou the same kind' of mutual absence, the opposition will, on
account of the reason being non-couducive to the predicate, be called
••balancing the mutual absence."
A certain person, to prove that there is fire in tbe hill, argues as
follows:Th e hill has fire,
l:tecause it has smoke,
like a kitchen.
A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :The bill has smoke,
because it has fire,
like a kitchen.
'fhe opponent asks:
••Is the smoke to be regarded as the reason
because it ill absent trom the site of the fire ?"
Such a supposition is
indeed absurd."
The reason canuot establish the predicate without
being connected with it, just as a lamp cannot exhibit a thing which is
not within its reach. If a reasoll unconnected with the predicate could
establish the latter, then the fire could be as much the reason for the
smoke as tbe smoke for the fire .. This sort of futile opposition' is called
••balancing the mutual absence" which aims at bringing an argument
to a close on the alleged grounrl of the mutual absence of the reason and
the predicate.
II

~
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8. 'rhis is, we say, no opposition because we find the
production of pots by means of clay as well as the oppression of persons by spells.-8.
A potter canllot produce Ii pot without getting clay within his
reach but an exorcist can destroy persons by administering spells from
a distance. Hence it is clear that a thing is aC!¥lmplished sometimes by
the cause being present at its site and sometimes by being absent from
it. ••Balancing the co-presence" and" balancing the mutual absence"
which attach an undue iinportaDC'e to the proximity or remoteness of
sites, are therefore totally fallacious arguments.
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g. 1£ one opposes an argument on the ground of .the
example not having been established by a series of reasons
or on the ground of the existence of a mere counter-example,
the opposition will be called "balancing the infinite regression" or" balancing the counter-example."--··g.
Balancing the infini~' re]ruswn.-A
certaiu person, to prove the
n9n-eternality of sound, argues IrS follows ;Sound is non-eternll.l,
because it is a product,
like a pot.
A certain other person offers II. futile opposition th.us :If sound is proved to be non-eternal by the example of a pot, how
is the pot again to be proved as non-eternal?
The reason which proves
the non-etel'1lality of the pot is to be proved by further reasons. This
gives rise to an infinite regression which injures the propositiou ••sound
.is non-eternal" not less tha~ the proposition ••sound is etel'1lal." This
sort of futile opposition is called ••balancing the infinite regression"
which aims at stoppiug an argument by introducing an infinite regression
which is said to beset the example.
Balancing the eounter-e:r:ample.-A certain person, to prove the noneternality of sound, argues llBfollows;Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.
A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:Sound is eternal,
like the sky.
The opponent alleges that if sound is held to lie non-eternal by the
example of a pot, why it should not be held to be eternal by the example
of the sky? II the example of the sky is set llBide, let the example of
~he pot too be set· aside. ~his ~rt of.futile oppos.ijon i~ called ••balancmg the counter-example
whICh alms at settlfs llBlde an argument
by the introduction of a counter-example.
\:'
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10. The example does not, we say, require a aeries of
reasons for its establishment just as a lamp does not require
a series Qf lamps to be brought in for its illumination..---l0.

The Naiyayib 88YS:An example is a thing the eharacters of which are well-known to an
ordinary man as well as to all expert. It does not require a series of
reasons to reveal its own character or to reveal the character of the subject with which it stands in the relation of homogeneity or heterogeneity.
III this respect it resembles a lamp which illumines itself as well as the
things lyiDg within its reach.
Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.
'
III this argument the pot is the example which is so well-known that
it requires no proof as to its being a product or being Don-eternal.
Hence the opposition called
is not founded on a sound basis.

••balancing

the infinite
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11. The example, we say, cannot be set aside as unreasonable only because a counter-example IS advanced as
the reason.-ll.
The Naiyayika 88yS :The opponent must give a special reason why the counter-example
should be taken as specialty fitted to lead to a conclusion, and the example
should not be tsken ae such. Until such a special I'eason is given, the
counter-example cannot be accepted as leilding to a definite conclusion.
In fact a mere counter-example without a reason (middle term) attending'
it cannot be conducive to any conclusion. Hence we must rely on an
example attended hy reasoll but not on a counter-example unattendsd by
reason.
Sound is eternal,
like the sky.
This opposition which is founded on a mere counter-example is
therefore to be rejected as unreasonable.

SlI~~:
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12. If one opposes an argument on the ground of the
property connoted by the reason being absent from the thing
den.oted by the subject while it is not yet produced, the oppositiop.will be called" balancing the non-produced."

A certain person, to prove that sound is non-eternal,
follows :Sound is non-eternal,
because it is an effect of effort,
like a pot.

arguElBas

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :Sound is eternal,
because it is a non-effect of effort,
like the sky.
The opponent

alleges that the property

connoted by the reason,
of the subject, via.,
sound (while it is not yet produced). Consequently sound is not noneternal, it must then be eternal. There is, according to the opponent,
an apparent agi'eemllnt between the two sides as to the sound being noneternal on account of its being a non-effect·of-effort.
This sort of futile
opposition is called ••halancing the non-produced"
which pretends
to show an equality of the Arguments of two sides assuming the thing
denoted by the subject to be as yet non-produced.

via., being an effect of effort, is Dot predicable

~'l1'+rrefli~~ ('Q'
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13. This is, we say, no opposition against our reason
so well predicable of the subject which becomes as such
only when it is produced.-13.
The Naiyayika disposes of the futile opposition called" balancing
the non-produced" by stating that tne subject can become 88 sucholily
when it is produced, alId that there is then no obstacle to the propel'ty
of the reason being predicated of it. The opposition, viz., ".sound
(while non.produced) is eternal, because it is not then an effect of effort,"
carries no weight with it, since we do not take th.e sound to be the subject
before it is produced. Sound, while it is produced, is certainly an effect
of effort and as such is non.eternal.
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14. If one opposes an argument on the ground of a
doubt arising from th~ homogeneity of the eternal and the
non-eternal consequent on the example and its ·genus (or
20

type) being equally objects of perception, the opposition
wiU be called "balancing the doubt." -14.
A certain person, to pl'ove the non-eternality of BOund, argues as
follows :Sound is non-eternal,
becauBe it is a product,
like a pot.
A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :Sound is non-eternal or eternal (?)
because it is an object of perception,
like a pot or pot-ness.
The opponent alleges that BOundis homogeneous with a pot as well
as pot-ness inasmuch as both are objects of perception i but the pot
being non-eternal and pot-neBS (the genus of pots or pot-type) being eternal
there arises a doubt as to whether the sound is non-eternal or etema!.
This BOrtof futile opposition is called ••balancin~ the doubt" which
aims at rejecting an argument in .consequence of a douht arising from
the homogeneity of the-eternal and the non-eternal,

~~;r~~1lT
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15. This is, we saYT no opposition because we do not
admit that etemality can be established by the homogeneity
with the genus: a doubt that arises from a knowledge of
the homogeneity vanishes from that of. the heterogeneity,
and that which arises in both ways never ends.-I5.
The NaiyAyika 83YS;Sound cannot be ~id to be eternal on the mere ground of its homogeneity with pot-neBS (the- genus of pots or pot-type) but it must be
pronounced to .be non-eternal on the ground of its heterogeneity from
the- same in respect of being a product,
Though on the Beore· of
homogeneity we may entertain doubt as to whether BOund is eternal
or non-eternal, but on the score of heterogeneity we can pronounce it
undoubtedly- to be non-eternaL In this case we must bear in mind that
we cannot ascel'tain the true nature of a thing unleBS we weigh it in

* -The term "mdnya. In· the senile of ••gelleral DotloD, geDua or type"
evldeDtly taken from the Vai8etika philosophy.

waa

respect of its homogeneity with as well as heterogeneity from other
things. If even then there remains any doubt 38 to its true nature, that
doubt will never end.

~~:
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16. "Balancing the cont,roversy" is an opposition
which is conducted on the ground of homogeneity with (Qr
heterogeneity from) both sides.-16.
A certain
follows;-

person, to pI'ove the non-eternality of sound, argues as
(
Sound is non·eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.
A_ oertain other perRon offers a futile opposition thus;Sound is eternal,
becauBe it is audible.
like soundness.
The opponent alleges that the proposition, "ill. sound is rion-eternal,
cannot be proved because the reason, ViII., audibility which is homogeneous \vith both sound (whicb is non-eterna]) and BOundness (which is
eternal), provokes the very controversy for the settlement of which it was
employed. This BOrt of futile opposition is called ••balancing the controversy " which hurts an argument by giving rise to the very controversy
which was to be settled.

sr[dq'qll(t
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17. This is, we say, no opposition because it provokes a controversy which has an opposing side.~17.
The Naiyl\yika sllys :-The opposition called" balanc"ing -the controversy" cannot set aside the mllin argument because it leads t.o a
controversy which supports one side quite as strongly 88 it is opposed
by the other side.

lifll@OiI-Riilffl((g(1+t:
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18. ••Balancing the non-reason" -is an opposition
which is based on the reason being shown to be impossible
at all the three times.-18.

A cer~in
follows: -

person, to prove the uon-eternality

of sound, argues as

Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a prod uct,
like a pot.
Here "being a product" is the reason or sign for being noneternal" whichis the predicate or significate.
A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus ;The reason or sign is impoesible at all the three times because it
gannot precede, succeed, or be simultaneous with the predicate or
significate.
(a) The reason (or sign) does not precede the predicate (or significate) becauBe the former gets its name only when it establishes the latter.
It is imposaible for the reason to be called as such before the establishment of the predicate.
(b) The reason (or sign) does not succeed the predicate (01' significate)
because what would be the use of the former if it latter existed already.
(e) The reason (or sign) and the predicate (or significate) cannot
exist <,simultaneously for they will then be reciprocally connected like
the right and left horns of a cow.
This sort of futile opposition is called "balancing the non-reason"
which aims at Betting aside an argument by showing that the reason is
impossible at all the three times.
II
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19. There is, we say, no impossibility at the three
times because the predicate or significate is established by
the reason or sign.-19.
The Naiyayika says :-The knowledge of the knowable and the
establishment of that which is to be established take place from reason
which mllst precede that which is.to be known and that which is to be
established.

~~:~:
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20. There is, we further say, no opposition of that
which is to be opposed, because the opposition itself is
impo~sible at all the three times.-20.
It being impossible for the opposition to precede, succeed or be
simultaneo&s with that which is to be opposed, the opposition itself is
invalid and conBequently the original argument holds good.

~:
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21. If one advances an opposition on the basis of a
presumption, the opposition will be called " balancing the
presumption." -21.
A certain person, to prove the nou-eternality
follows:Sound ie non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.

of sound, argues as

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :Sound is presumed to be eternal,
because'it is incorp9real,
like the sky.

"
The opponent alleges that if sound is non-eternal on a<:c;ot1.nt
of its
homogeneity with non-eternal things (e.g. in respect of its being a product), it may be concluded by presumption that sound is eternal on
account of its homogeneity with eternal things (e.g. in respect of its being
incorporeal). This sort of futile opposition is called "balancing
the
presumption
which-aims at slopping IIn argument by setting presumption as a balance against it.
II

,,~~
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22 If things unsaid could come by presumption, there
would, we say, arise a possibility of the opposition itself
being hurt on account of the presumption being erratic and
conducive to an unsaid conclusion.-22.
Sound is eternal,
because it is incorporeal,
like the sky.
If by presumption we could draw a conclusion unwarranted by the
reason, we could from the opposition cited above draw the folIOIving
conclusion :Sounu is presumed to be non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.

This would hurt the oppositiO'l itself. In fact the presumption as
adduced by the opponent is erratic.
If one says that ., sound is
lion-eternal because of ita homogeneity with non-eternal things ", the presumption t.hat naturally follows is that ••BOundis eternal because of Hs
homogeneity with eternal thi'ngs" and vice verBa. ,There is no rule th~
presumption should be made in one case and not in the case opposed to
it ; and in the event of two mutually opposed presumptions no definite
conclusion would follow. Hence the opposition called •• balancing the
presumption" )s untenable.

~
~it"fI":
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23. If the subject and example are treated as non·
different in respect of the possession of a certain property on
account of their possessing in common the property connoted by the reason, it follows as a conclusion that all things
are mutually non-different in respect of the poss.essionof
every property on account of their being existent: this sort
of opposition is called" balancing the non-difference."-23.
A certain 'person, to prove the non-eternality
follows :Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.

of Bound, argues

as

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :-

C6Pec!lqlqq~:~:

Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.
Here the pot and sound possessing in cOplmon the propedy of being
a product are treated as non-different. tn respect of the possession of noneternality.
On the same principle if all thinge are ti'eated as non-different
in consequence of their being existent, we would like to know in what
respect they are non-different.
If they are treated as non-dilierent 1Il
respe.ct of non-eternality, then the argument would stand thus:All things are non-eternal,
because they are existent,
like (?)
In this argument" all things" being the subject, there is nothing
left which may serve as an example. A P31"! of the subject cannot be cited
as the example because the example must be a well-established thing
while the subject is a thing which is yet to be estsblished.
The argument,
,for want of an example, leads to no conclusion. In fact all things are
not non-eternal since some at least are eternal. In other woJrds, noneternality abides in Bome existent things and does not abide in other
existent-things.
Hence all things are not mutually non-different and the
opposition called ••balancing the non-dilierence" is unreasonable.

~q~l(tUlqq~~:

If the pot and sound are treated as non-difJel-ent in respect of noneternality in consequence of their both being prodncts, it follows &8 a
conclusion that all thingsilremutually
non-different-· in respect of ,the
possession of every pr()perty in consequence of their being exi.stent.
Therefore, no difference existing between the eternal and the noneternal, sound may be tl'eated as eternal. ThiRsort of oppo.~ition is called
•• balancing thenon.difference"
which aims at hurting an argnment by
assuming all things to be mutually non-dilierent.

C6~'1 ••••t!!qq~:

happens in certain instances to abide in the reason while in
other instances llot to abide in it.-24.

II ~l~ I ~~ II"

24. This is, we say, no opposition because the property.
possessed in common by the subject and the example

II ~ I ~ I ~~ II

25. If an opposition is offered by showing that both
the demonstrations are justified by reasons, the opposition
will be called" balancing the demonstration."-25.
A certain
follows :-

person

demonstrates

the non-eternality

of sound

as

Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.
A certain other personofi'ers 'an opposition by the alleged demonstration of the eternality of BOundas follows :Sound is eternal,
because it is incorporeal,
like the sky.
The reason in the first demonstration supports the non-eternality
of BOund while that in the second demonstration supports the eternality

of sound, yet both the demonstrations are alleged to be right. The
opponent advanced the second apparent demoDstl'ation as a balance
against the first to create a dead lock. This sort of opposition is called
•• balancing the demonstration."

~CliI(ijjIWl!l~lill~Slia'q\f:
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26. This is, we- say, 'no opposition because there is
an admission of the first demonstration.-26.
The Naiyayika says:The opponent having asserted that both ,the demonstrations are
justified by reasons, has admitted the reasonableneBB of the first demonstration which supports the non-eternality of sound. If to avoid the
incompatibility that exists between the two demonstrations, he now denies
the reason which supports non-eternality we would ask why does he not
deny the other reason which supports the eternality of sound, for he can
avoid incompatibility by denying either of the reasons. Hence the opposition cillied ••balancing the demonstration" is not well-founded.

~CliI(ijj"~SC~Q1;+iI~Q1~~:
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27. If an opposition is offered on the ground that we
perceive the character of the subject even without the intervention of the reason, the opposition will be called "balancing
the perception." -27.
A certain
follows :-

person, to prove the non-eternality of sound,

argues as

Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.
A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :Sound can be ascertained to be non-eternal even without the reason
that it is a product, for we pereeiue, that sound is produced by the branches
of trees broken by wind. This sort of opposition is called" balancing
the perception"
which aims at demolishing an argument by setting up
an act of perception 8S a balance against it.

l!fIl(ijjlR1(I~ftrR~~~:

non-eternal' through the reason that it is a product. It does not dellY
other means,such
as perception etc., ~hich also may prove BOund to be
non-eternaL Hence the opp'osition called ••balancing the perception "
does not set aside the main argtiment.

II '( I ~ I
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28. This is" we say,. no opposition because that
character can be ascertained by other means as well.-28.
The Naiyayika says that the argument, Vilil., •• sound is non-eternal;
because it is a pl'Oduct, like a pot," implies that sound is proved to b,e

~~~:
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29. If against an argument. proving the non-existence
of a thing by the non-perception thereof, one offers an
opposition aiming at proving the contrary by the non-percep.,.
tion' of the non-perception, the opposition will be called
"balancing the non-perception."- 29.
In aphorism 2-2-19 the Naiyayika has slated tha,t there is no veil
which covers sound for we do not perceive such II veil In aphorism 2-2-20
his opponent has stated that there is a veil because we do not perceive the
non-per::eption thereof. If the non-perception of a thing proves its nonexistence, the nou-perception of the non-perception must, in the opinion
oftha opponent, prove the existence of the thing. This sort of opposition
iscalled •• balancing the nou-perception~' which aims at counteracting
an argument by setting up non-perception as a balance againRt it.

~~«'tl!flE'!4I~~qQl~~:
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30. The reasoning through non-perception is not,
we say, sound, because non-perception is merely the negation of perception.-30.
The NaiyAyika says :-Perception
refers to that which is existent
~hile non-perception to that which is non-existent.
The non-pel'ception
of non-perception which. signifies a mere nE'gation of non-perception cannot
be interpreted as referring to an existent thing. Hence the opposition
called ,i balancing the non-perception" is nQt well-founded.

~CfiWlills;:q
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31. There is, moreover, an internal perception of the
existence as well as of the non~exi8tenceof the various kinds
of knowledge.-31.
There are iilternal perceptions of such forms as" I am sure," "'1
am not Bure," "I have doubt,"
I have no doubt" etc., which prove that
we can ~erceive the non-existence of knowledge as well as the eidsterice
.1

21

thereof. Hence the non-perception itself is perceptible, and as there is
no non-perception of non-perception, the opposition called " balancing the
non-perception" falls to the ground.

~uq~~wifqq~:
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32. If one finding that things which are homogeneous
possess equal characters, opposes an argument by attributing
non-eternality to all things, the opposition will be called
"balancing the non-etElrnality.'-32.'
A certain perBOn,to prove the non-etel'llality

of sound, argues

as

follows:Sound is nono6ternal,
beca~se it is a product,
like a pot.
A certain 'other pel'BOnoffel't!a futile opposition thus :If BOundis nono6ternal on account of ite being homogeneous with
a pot which is nono6ternal, it will follow as a consequence that all things
iue non-eternal because they are in BOrneone 01' other' respect homogeneous
with the pot-a consequence which will render all inferences impoesible
for want of heterogeneous examples, 'rhis sort of opposition is called
" balancing the non-eternl\l" which seeks to counteract an argument on
the alleged ground that all things are non-eternal.

~:
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33. The opposition, we say, is unfounded because
nothing can be established from a mere homogeneity and
because there is homogeneity even with that which is opposed.-33.
The Naiyl\yika says:We cannot ascertain the character of a thing from ite mere homogeneity with another thing: in doing BOwe must consider the logical
conJlection between the reason and the predicate.
Sound, for instance,
is non-eternal lIot merely, because it is homogeneous with a non-eternal
pot but because there is a universal connecti~n between "being a product" and "being
non-eterna},"
Hence it will be unreasonable to
conclude that all things are non-eternal simply because they are homo-

geneous with a nono6ternal pot in BOnie one or other respect. Similarly
a mere homogeneity of aU things with the eternal sky in some one or
other respect, does not prove aU things to be eternal. The opposition
called balancing the non-eternal" is therefore qot foundell on a sound
II
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34. There is, we say, no non-distinction, because the
reason is known to be the character which abides in the
example as conducive to the establishment of the predicate
and because it is applied in both ways.-34.
.
The Naiy&yika says that we are not justified in concluding that
all things are nono6ternal because there is' no oharacter in respect of
which" all things" may be homogeneous with a pot. In order to arrive
at a correct conclusion we mUllt consider the reason as being that
character of the El'Xample (and consl!quently of the subject) which bears
II universal
connection with the character of the predicate.
The pot
possesses no suchchal'acter
in common with "all things."
The reason
moreover is applied in the homogeneous as weli as in the heterogeneous
ways, We cannot draw a conclusion from a mere homogeneity of the
subject with the example in a certain respect. The opposition called
balancing the non-eternal" is therefore unreaBOnable.
II
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35. If one opposes an argument by attributing eternality to all non-eternal things on the ground of these being
eternally non-eternal, the opposition will be called "balancing the eternal."-35.
A certain
follows :-

person,

to prove the nono6ternality

of sound, argues as

Sound-is nono6ternal,
because it is a product,
like a pot.
A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :-You
say
that sound is non·eternal.
Does this nono6ternality exist in soun(l always
or only sometimes?
If the non-eternality existe alwaYB, the BOund must
also be always existent, or in other words, sO\md is eiernal. If the noneternality exists only Bometim~B, then 'too the soltnd must in the ,bslllll;e

of non-eternality be pronounced to be eternaL This BOrtof opposit.ion
is' called "balancing
the eternal" which counteracts an argument by
setting 'up eternality as a balance against it.
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.36, This is, we say, no opposition because the thing
opposed is always non-eternal on account of the eternality of
the noh-eternal.-'-36.
The Naiyayika says :By' speaking of eternality of the non-eternal you have admitted
BOund to be always non-eternal and cannot now deny its non-eternality.
The eternal and non-eternal are incompatible with each other: by admitting that BOund is nOll-eternal you are ptecluded from 8Ssertin,lt that it
isalBO eternal. Hence" balanciI\g the etemal ~' is not n'sound opposition.

S(q~'fiIUf~"'CfiE'4I~'fiI~t1q:
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37. If one opposes an argument by showing the
diyersitj of the effeets of effort"the opposition wiU be called
" balancing the effect."-37.
A certain person to prove the non-eternalityof
BOund, argues as
follows :Sound is non-eternal,
because it is an effect of effort.
A certain other person offers a futile opposition thull:The effect of effort io found to be of two ki.nds, IJiz. (1) the production of something which was previously non-existent, 6.g. a pot, and
(2) the re.velation of BOmething already existent, 6.g. Ivater in a we)).
Is sound an effect of the first kind or of the second kind? If BOundis an
effect of the first kind it will be non-eternal b'lt if it is of the second
kind it will be eternal. Owing to this diversity of the effects of effort,
it is not pOBBible to conclude that sound is non-eternal.
This BOrt of
opposition is called" balancing the effect."

Cfi.;p,;q\;:q~
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38. Effort did not give rise to the second kind of
effect,becallse there was no cause of non-perception.-38.

The NaiyAyika answers the opposition called" balancing the effect"
BBfollows:We cannot say that. sound is revealed by our effort because we are
unable to prove that it existed already. That sound did not exist
previously is proved by our non-perception of the same at the time. You
cannot say that our non-perception was caused by a veil because no veil
covered BOund. Hence BOund is an effect which is not rev'ealed but·
produced.

~sfq~~:
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39. The same defect, we say, attaches to the opposition too.-39.
A certain' person argued :Sound is non-eternal,
because it is an effect of ellort.
A certain other person opposed it saying that BOunel would not be
non-eternal if "effect" meant a thing revealed.
The NaiyAyika obs.erves that if an argument is to beset aside
owing to an ambiguous meaning of ~he word ••effect ", why is not the
opposition too set aside on the same ground? The reason in the argument is as erratic as that in the opposition. Just as there is no special
ground to suppose that the ••effect" in the argument signified" a thing
produced and not rev.ealed~" so also there is no special ground to suppose
that the word in' the opposition siguified "a thing revealed and not
produced." Hence the opposition called "balancing Qle effect" is selfdest~uctive.
t1oc9E1f( II 1(1 ~ 1 \} 0 II

40. Thus everywhere.-40.
If'a special meaning is to· be attached to the opposition, the same
m8llning will have to be attached to the original argument.
In this
rsspect there will be an equality of the two sides in the case of all kinds
of opposition such 8s " balancing the homogeneity" etc.

~~~:
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41. Defect attaches to the opposition: of the opposition just as it attaches to the opposition.-41.
A •.certain
followe-:-

person to prove the non-etel'l1ality of llound, argues as
Bound is non-external,
because it is an effect of effort..

A certain other person, seeing that the effect il'l of diverfle kinds
offers an opposition thus:SOllOd is eternal,
because it is an effect of effort.
(Here" effect" may meaH "a thing revealed by effort.")
The arguer replies that sound cannot be concluilerl to be eternal
because the reason" effect" is erratic (which may mean ••a thing produced by effort.")
The opponent riBeflagain to say that sound cannot aleo be concluded to be non-etetual because the reason •• effect" is erratic (\vhich may
mean a thing revealed by effort). So the defect which is pointed out in
the case of the opposition, may also be pointed out in the case of the
opposition of the opposition.

~~~~~.
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42. If one admits f,he defect of his opposition in
consequence of his statement that an equal defect attaches
to the opposition of the opposition, it will be called "admission of an opinion."-52.
A certain person lays down a proposition which is opposed by a certain other person. The first person, viti. the disputant charges the opposition
made by the second person, viti. the opponent, with a defect e.g. that the
reason is erratic. The opponent instead of'reecuing his opposition fl"Omthe
defect with which it has been charged by the disputant, goes on charging the disputant's opposition of the opposition with the same defect.
The counter-eharge which the opponent brings in this way is interpreted
by the disputant to be an admission of the defect pointed otlt by him.
The disputant's reply consisting of this kind of interpretation is called
"admi88ion of an opinion."

~q'qlqw'ql4Q Iq~qq~q"'tR
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43. "Admission of an opinion " also occurs when the
disputant instead of employing reasons to rescue his side from
the defect with which it has been charged, proceeds to. admit
the defect in consequence of his statement that the same
defect belongs to his opponent's side as well.

Siz-willged

Disputant-to

disputation (~~pak\ll katha).
prove the non-eternality of sound says :Sound is non-eternal,
because it is an effect of effort.
'rhis is the lirat wing.

Opponent-seeing
that the effect is of diveree kinds, offers an
opposition thus :Sound is eternal,
because it is an effect of effort.
(Here "effect;' means a thing which already existed and is now
revealed by effort).
This is the second wiug.

Disputant-seeing
that the reason "effect" is erratic, charges the
opposition witb a defect thus:Sound is not eternal,
because it is an effect of effort.
(Here the reason" effect" is erratic meaning (1) either a thing that
did not previously exist and is now produced ~2) or a thing that already
existed and ia now revealed by effort).
.
This is tbe tbird wing.

Opponent-finding
that the reason "effect," which is erratic,
proves neither the eternality nor the non-eternality of sound, brin,lts a
connter-charge against the disputant thus :Sound is also not non-eternal,
because it is an effect of effort.
He alleges t.hat the defect (/liz. the erraticity of the reason) with
which his opposition (oilJ. sound is eternal) is charged, also attaches to
the opposition of the opposition made by the disputant (oiz. sound is not
elernal or non-eternal).
Tbls is tbe fourth wing.

Disputant-finding
that the counter-eharge brought against him
amounle to his opponent's admi88ion of self-defect says ;The opponent by saying that "sound is also not non-eternal"
has adtnitted that it is also not eternal. In other words the counter-charge
hlUlproved the charge, that is, it has indicated that the opponent admits
the disputant's opinion.
This is the lIlth wing•

. Opponent-finding
that the disputant instead' of rescuing his
argument from the counter-charge has taken shelter under his opponent'a
admiBBionof the charge says:The disputant by ll8ying that "sound is IIlso not eternal"
has
admitted that it is also not non-eternal.
In other words, if the counter-

charge proves the charge, the reply to the counter-eharge proves the
counter-charge itself.
This is the sixth wing.

The first, third and fifth wings belong to the disputant while the
second, fourth and sixth to the opponent.
The sixth wing is a repetition
of the fourth while the fiftlr wing is l\ repetition of the third. The sixth
wing is also a repetition of the meaning of the fifth wing. The third and
fourth wings involve the defect of "admission of an opinion."
All the
wings except the first three are unessential.
The disputation would have come to a fair close at the third wing
if the disputant had pointed out that the word "effect"
had a special
meaning, viz., a thing which did not previously exist but was produced.
'fhe disputant and the opponent instead of stopping at the proper
limit has carried on their disputation through six wings beyond which no
further Iving is poaaible. After the six-winged disputation has been
carried on, it becomes patent that neith'er the disputant nor the opponent
is a fit person to be argued with.
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1. The occasions for rebuke are the following:1. Hurting the proposition, 2.· Shifting the proposi-.
tion,3. Opposing the proposition, 4. Renouncing the proposition, 5. Shifting the reason, 6. Shifting the topic,
7. The meaningless, 8. The unintelligible, 9. The incoherent.,
10. The inopportune, 11. Saying too little, 12. Saying
too much, 13. Repetition, 14. Silence, 15. Ignorance,
16. Non-ingenuity, 17. Evasion, 18. Admission of an
opinion, 19. Overlooking the censurable, 20. Censuring
the non-censurable, 21. Deviating from a tenet, and
22. The semblance of a reason.-44.
The definition of "an occasion for rebuke" has beeu given in aphorism 1-2-19. "An occasion for rebuke" which is the saIDe as "a ground
of defeat", " a place of hurniliation" cr "a point of disgrace" arises generally
in connection with the proposition or any other part of an argument and
may implicate any disputant whether he is a discutient, wrangler or
caviller.

sffi1(elR1'C:t~~tel;:d
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2. " Hurting the proposition" occurs when one admits
in one's own example the character of a counter-example.

-:45.
A disputant argues as follows :Sound is non-eternal,
Because it is cognisable by sense,
Whatever is cognisabfe by sense is non-eternal
as a pot,
Sound is cognisable by sense,
Therefore sound is non-eternal,

~~:

A certain other person offers an opposition thus :A genus (e.g., potness or pot.type), which is cognisable by sense,
is found to be eternal, why cannot then the BOund which is also
cognisable by sense, be eternal?
The disputant being thus opposed says :.Whatever is cognisable by sense is eternal
as a pot,
Sound is cognisable by sense,
TherefJre BOundis eternal.
By thus admitting in ilis example (pot) th~ character of a counterexample (genus or type), he has hurt his own proposition (I1ia. BOundis
non-eternal). A perBOn who hurts his proposition· in this way deserves
nothing but rebuke.

SI~~ldlv.lSlica~
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3. " Shifting the proposition" arises when a proposition being opposed one defends it by importing a new
character to one's example and counter-example.-46.
A certain person argues as follows ;Sound is non-eternal,
because it is co~nisable by sense
like a pot.
A certain other person offers an opposition thus :Sound is eternal,
because it is cognisable by sense like a genus (or type).

in
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4. "Opposing the proposition" OGcurs when the
proposition and its reason are opposed to each other.-47.
Substance is distinct from quality,
because it is perceived to be non-distinct from colour etc.
In this argument it is to be observed that if substance is distinct
from quality, it m\l.st also be distinct from colour etc. which constitute the
quality. The reason viI. substance is non-distinct fmID coloul' etc., is upposed
to the proposition, vi,;. substance is distinct from quality. A person ,vho
thus employs a reason whtch opposes his proposition is to be rebuked as
a fool.

q.~~
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5. A proposition being opposed if one disclaims its
import, it will be called" renouncing the proposition."-48.

~.

The first person in order to defend himself says that a genus (or
and a pot are both cognisable by sense, yet one is all-pervasive
the other is not so; hence the sound which is likened to a pot is
all-pervasively non-eternal.
The defence thus made involves a change of proposition.
proposition originally laid down was ;-Sound is non-eternal,
while the proposition now defended is ;
Sound is non-an-pervasively non-sternal.

~~:

A certain person argues as follows;Sound is non-eternal,
because it is cognisable by sense,
A certain other person offers an opposition thus ;Just as a genus (or type) is cognisable by sense and is not yet noneternal, so a tlOund is cognisable uy sense and is not yet non-eternal.
The
first person, as a defence against the opposition, disclaims the meaning of
his proposition thus ;•• Who says that El<;lund
is non-et.ernal ?
This sort of denial of the import of one's ol"n proposition is called
••renouncing the proposition" Ivhich rightly furnishes an occasion for

type)
and
nonThe

A person who shifts his proposition in this way is to be rebuked
much as he has not relied upon his original reason and example.

~~~ll
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6. "Shifting the reason" occurs when the reason of
a general character being opposed one attaches a special
character to it.-49.
A certain

persoll, to prove the non-eternality

follows :Sound is non"eternal,
because it is cognisable

by sense.

(If sound, argues a8

A certain other person says that sound cannot be proyed to be
non-eternal through the mere reason of ite being cognisable by sense, just
as a genus (or type) such as pot-ness (01' pot-type is cognisable by sense
and is not yet non-eternal.
The first person defends himself by saying that the reason, 11iz.
being cognisable by sense, is to be understood as signifying that which
comes under a genus (or type) and is 8Fl such cognisable by sense.
Sound comes under the genus (or type) "soundness" and is at the same
ti~e cognisable by sense; but a genus or type such as pot-ness or pott)~pe does not come under another genus or type ;such as pot-nees-ness
or, pot-type-type) though it is cognisable by sense. Such a defence, which
consists in shifting one's rea~on, rightly furnishes an occasion for
robuke.

Slti6IQv:nqsrrafiki'liIv.f+itfiPd(4( " '( I ~ I ~ "

A certain person, to prove the etel'Dality of sound, argues as
fo)lows:Sound is eternal (proposition),
because it is intangible (reason).
Being opposed by a certain other person he attempts, in the absence
oEany other resource, to defend his position-as follows:Hetu, which is the ssnskrit equivalent for "reason," is a word derived
from the root "hi" with fhe suffix "tu". A word, as a part of a speech, may
be a noun, a verb, a prefix or an indeclinable. A noun is defined as etc. etc.
The defence made in this way furnishes an instance of defeat
through non-relevancy.
The person who makes it deserves:rebuke.

ct~Sfi+iti1lJt'ct'Rt,(~i!fl¥J:" '( I ~ I t:; If
8. "The meaningless" is an argument which is based
on a non-sensical combination of letters into a series.-51.
argues

'(1~ll"
9. "The unintelligible" is an argument, which although repeated three times, is understood neither by the
audience nor by the opponent.-52.
A certain person being opposed by another person and linding no
means of self-defence, attempts to hide his inability in disputation by
using words of double entendre or words not in ordin'lry use or. words
very quickly uttered which as such are understood neither by his opponent
nor by the audience although they are repeated three times.
This sort of
defence is called" the unintelligible" which rightly furnishes an occasion
for rebuke.

cilo'4iq~f41aIlQSl~ki'iiilv.i

7. "Shifting the topic" is an argument which setting
aside t.hereal t.opic introduces one which is irrelevant.-50.

A certain person, to prove the eternality of sound,
follows :Sound is eternal,
because k, c, ~, t and pare j, v, g, Q and d,
like jh, bh, gh, Qh and dh.

q~~~41r6r~¥(1l

as

As the letters k, c, ~ etc. con"ey no meaning, the person who employs
them in his argument deserves rebuke.

••qlV§i!fl¥J:II ~ I ~It.
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10. "The incoherent" is an argument which conveys
no connected meaning on account of the words being strung
together without any syntactical order.,--53.
A certain person being opposed by another person and linding no
other means of self-defence, argues as follows :Ten pomegranates, six cakes, a bowl, goat's skin and a lump of
sweets.
This sort of argument, which consist of a series of unconnected
words, is called "the incohllrent" which rightly presents on occasion
for rebuke.

W'4'~~~~qsrt8'~mJ{
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11. "The inopportune" is an argument the parts of
which are mentioned without any order of precedence.-54.
A certain person, to prove that the hill has fire, argues as follows :The hill has fire (proposition'..
Whatever bas smoke has fire, a'l a kitchen (examplel.
Because it has smoke (reason).
The hill has fire (conclusion).
The hill has slDoke (application).
This sort of argument is called" the inopportune" which rightly
prssents an occasion for rebuke. Since the meaning of an argument is
affected by the order in which its parts are arranged, the person who
overlooks the order cannot establish his conclusion and is therefore
rsbuked.

THE NYAYA-S"OTRAS.
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12. If an argument lacks even one of its parts, it is
called" saying too little."-55.
The following is an argument which contains all its five parts:. 1. The hill has fire (proposition),
2. Because it has smoke (reason),
3. All ~hat has smoke has fire, as Ii kitchen (example),
4. The hill has smoke (application),
5. Therefore the hill has fire (conclusion).

'6I~ql~dS'1"

The hill has fire (proposition),
Because it has smoke (reason"
All that has smoke has fire
as a kitchen (example),
The hill has smoke (application\
Therefore the hill has fire (conclusion).
II

13. " Saying too much" is an argument which consists
of more than one reason or example.-56.
A certain person, to prove that the hill has fire, argues as follows ;The hill has fire (proposition),
Because it has smoke (reason),
And because it has light (reason),
like a kitchen (example);
and like a furnace (example),
In this argument the second reason and the second example are
redundant.
A person, who having promised to argue in the proper way (accord·
ing to the established usage), employs more than one reason or example
is to be rebuked as "saying too much."

'U~r~q):$1~4!4;i
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14. "Repetition" is an argument in which (except in
the case of reinculcation) the word or the meaning is said
over again.-57.
Repetition of the word-80und
is non-eternal,
sound is non-eternal.
Repetition of the meaning -Sound is non-eternal,
echo is pel'ishable, what is heard is impermanent,

~1(,ll~vJ~~~qq",:
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15. In reinculcation there is no repetition in as much
as a special meaning is deduced from the word which is
repeated.-58.

As all the five parts or members are essential, a l)el'80n who omits
eyen one of them should be scolded as "saying too little."

_1I~1~1~\1I

In this argument the "conclusion"
is a mere repetition
proposition" and yet it serves a special purpose.

A person who unnscessarily commits repetition is to be rebuked
as a fool.
Reinculcation has been explained in aphorism 2-1-66.

of the
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16. "Repetition" consists also in mentioning a thing
by name although the thing has been indicated through
presumption.-59.
"A
.
. non-eternal"
- t I'ling possessing
t hi"
e c laracter of a product IS
is a mere repetition of the following;" A thing not possessing the character or a product is not noneternaL"
-this
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17. " Silence" is an occasion for rebuke which
arises when the opponent makes no reply to a proposition
although it has been repeated three times by tle disputant
within the knowledge of the audience.-60.
How can a disputant carryon
tains IIn attitude of stolid silence?
rebuked.

~~I~I'1q
etc.
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18. " Ignorance"
proposition.-61.

his argument if his opponent mainThe opponent is therefore to b,

11 ~ I .~ I ~r:; II
is

the non-understanding of a

Ignorance is betrayed by the opponent who does not. understand a
proposition although it has been repeated three times within th" know.

ledge of the audience. How can an opponent refute a proposition the
meaning of which he cannot understand?
He is to be rebuked for his
ignorance.

~~U
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19. "Non-ingenuity"
hit upon a reply.-62.

I ~l

n

ot

"ate
censure on him. If the audience failed to do their duty they
would earn rebuke for themsslvea on account of their" over-looking the
censurable. "

M(a~sql~).r: II

W~~Aqo~

consists in one's inability to

'l.
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A certain person lays down a proposition. If his opponent understands it and yet cannot hit upon a reply, he is to be scolded as wanting

23. "Censuring the non-censurable" consists
rebuking a person who does not deserve rebuke.-66.

in ingenuity.

A person brings discI'edit on himself if he rebuke>! a person who does
not deserve rebuke.

~
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20.
Evasion" arises if one stops an argument in
the pretext of going away to attend another business.-63.
U

A certain person having com~enced a disputation in which he
finds it impoesible to establish his side, stops ita further progress by
saying that he has to go away on a very urgent business. He who stops
the disputation in this way courts defeat and humiliation
through
evasion.

~~'ffi(
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21. " 'I'he admission of an opinion " consis~sin charging the opposite side with-a defect by admitting that the
same defect exists in one's own side.·-64.
A certain person addressing
thief."
The other person replies :-"

another

person says :-"

You are a

You too are a thief."

This person, instead of removing the charge brought against him,
throws the same charge on the opposite side whereby he admits that the
charge against himself is true. This sort of counter-charge or reply is
an instance of "admission of an opinion" which brings disgrace on the
person who makes it.

f.!(it\~IIi1s(la~:
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22. "Overlooking the censurable" consists in not
rebuking a person who deserves rebuke.-65.
It is not at all unfair to censure a person who argues in a way which
furnishes an occasion for censure. Seeing that the person himself does
not confess his short-coming, it is the dnty of the audience to pass a

_IWi"lql"l"'~iitlPij:
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.24: A person who after accepting a tenet departs
~om ~t.m the course of his disputation, is guilty of
devlatmg from a tenet. "-67.
.
A certain person promises to can'y on his argument in consonance
WIth tbe Sankbya philosophy which lays down tbat (1) what is existent
ne:ver becomes non-existent, and (2) what is non-existenl· never cornea into
eXI~~nce etc. A certain other person opposes him by saying that all bum an
actlVI~y wou.ld· be !mpossible if the thing now non-existent could not
come Into eXistence III the course of time and that no activity would cea
se
I'f wb a t"- IS eXlste~t now co~ I dcontinue for ever. ff the first person being
thus opposed admIts that eXIstence aprings from non-existence and n _
.
f
.
on
eXIstence rom eXIstence, then he will rightly deserve rebuke for h'
"f
h
IS
deVlatlon
rom t 1.'1 accepted tenet.
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25. "The fallacies of a reason" already explained do
alsofurnish occasions for rebuke.-68.
From aphorism 1-2-4 it is evident that the fallacies lire mere
semb!ances of a reason. A person who employs them in a disputation do
cerlalllly deserve rebuke.
There are infinite occasions for rebuke of which only twenty-two
have been enumerated here.

Defect in the act con8i8t8 in sacrificing not according to rule8, defect
in the operator (officiating priest) consists in his not being a learned man.
and defect in the materials consists in the fuel being wet, buttsr being
not fre8h, remuneration (to the officiating pricst) being small, .etc. A 90n
is 8ure to be produced 88 a result of performing the sacrifice if these
defects are avoided. Therefore there is no untruth in t,he Veda.

~
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121. Contradiction would occur if there were alteration of the'time agreed upon.-60.
Let a pereon perform lIacrifice befors sunrise or after sunrise if he
has agreed upon doing it at either of the timell. Two alternative courses
being open to him he call perform the sacrifice before sunrise or after
sun-rise according to his agreement or dellire. The Veela cannot he charged
with the fault of contradiction if it enjoins such alternative courses.
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122. There is no tautology, because re-inculcation
of advantage.-61.

is

Tautology means a usele88 repetition, which never oocurll in the
Veda. If there is any repetition there it is either for completing II certain
number of syllables, or for explaining a matter brillfly expressed, etc.
Let the first hymn be recited tbrice," "let the last hymn be recited
thrice "---such
instances embody a useful repetition.
II

~
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123. And because there is necessity for the claBBification of Vedic speech. -62.
It is necessary
special characters.

to divide

the Vedic speech into c1a888s based on

~Qt~i1I({I~I_i1:q~r;h,".II'(
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125. An injunction is that which exhorts us to adopt
a certain course of action [as the means of attaining good].

-64.
The following is an injunction :-" Let him who desires
perform'the fire-sDcrifice." 'fhis is a direct command.

~f.\~1
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126. Persuasion is effected through
warning, and prescription.--65.

praise, blame,

Praue is speech which persuades to a cel'lain course of aclion by
extolling itRconsequences,
e.g., Ie By the Sarvajit sacrifice gods conquered all, there is nothing like Sarvajit sacrifice, it enables us to obtain
everything and to vanquish everyone, etc." Here there is no direct command but the Sarvajit sacrifice is extolled in Auch a way that we are
persuaded to perform it.
Blame is speech which persuades U8 to adopt a certain course of
action by acquainting us with the undesirable consequences of neglecting
it, e. g., Ie Ohe who performs any other sacrifice neglecting the Jyoti~~ma
falls ioto a pit and.' decays there." Here one is persuaded to perform the
Jyoti"'~OInasaCl'Hice the neglect of which brings abou~ evilconseqnen.ces.
Wal'ni,lg is the mentioning of a course of actIOn tbe obstructIon of
which by some partiClllal' person led to bad consequences, e.g., 011 presenting oblatiOl, one is to take tbe fat first and the sprinkled butter
afterwards, but alas! the Charaka priests first took the sprinkled butter
which was, a" it Ivet'e, the life of 6re, etc. Here the foolish course of action
adopted by the Charaka priests should serve as a warning to other priests
who ought to avoid the course.
PrlJ8cription implies the mention of some thing 3S oommenclable on
account of it~ antiquity,
e.g., "By this tbe BriihmaQas recited the
Sarna bymn, etc."

II
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124. The Vedic speech being divided on the principle
of injunction, persuasion and re-inculcation.--63.

127. Re-inculcation is the repetition
has been enjoined by an injunction.-66.

The two main divisions of the Veda &I'e(I) hymn and (2) ritual.
The ritual portion admits of three sub-divisions, vi.., injunctive, persuasive and re-inculcative.

Ue.inculcation may cOllsist of (1) the repetition of an injullction, or
(2) tne repstitioll of tlut ,,-hien h1.>1bsall enjoined.
The fit-~t is called
~el"bal re-inculcation and the second objective re-inculcation.
In the Veda
G

of that which

